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At 7:00 p.m., 2/28/67, Mr. WILLIAM BRANIGAN, Section 
Chief, Division V, called and again admonished that there was 
to be no outside inquiries with reference to the ratter he was 
about to discuss. 

BRANIGAN stated that DELOACH had just finished an 
interview with a man who had just came from New Orleans. 
This individual told DELOACH that GARRISON was claiming that 
LEE HARVEY OSWALD lived with FERRIE one month before he went 
to Dallas in 1963. 

BRANIGAN mentioned that MARINA OSWALD, when inter-4 
viewed, said that she and OSWALD lived together in New Orlops 
while he was here. 

BRANIGAN requested that our files be reviewed to »ee 
if we could find any other sources who might have known, such 
as neighbors, etc. ,v.or who knew where and with whom OSWALD was 
living during this last month in New Orleans. He mentioned the 
period from the middle of August to 9/24/63. 

He stated that the Director had inquired as to what 
our files showed in this regard and that we should submit a tele- 
type tonight so they could prepare a memo for the Director in the 
morning. 

Teletype was sent from New Orleans at 6:55 a.m. re- 
flecting several witnesses interviewed by the FBI who knew where 
and with whom OSWALD was living in New Orleans. 

BOB LENIHAN, wo was on another phone with BRANIGAN, 
■aid that he was making two additional requests for information 
which we coul<3/ relay to him on 3/1/67. 
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He said at the time OSWALD was arrested in New 
Orleans there was a written notation on a pamphlet in his 
possession at that time "544 Camp Street". LENIHAN 
wanted to know what investigation had been conducted by 
New Orleans regarding OSWALD'S connection with 544 Camp St. 

He also wanted to know where BANNISTER'S office 
was located while OSWALD was in New Orleans and he gave 
the dates 4/25/63 to 9/25/63. 


